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CHEMICAL ENRICHMENT OF HALO STARS
DUE TO ACCRETION OF INTERSTELLAR
DUST
V. G. SURDIN and P. SHAH
Sternberg Astronomical Instiiute
19, Universitetski Prospect, Moscow, 119899, Russia
(Received November 10, 1994)
For halo stars, revolving close to the galactic plane in the dinction of rotation of the Galaxy,
the effect of dust accretion can considerably change their chemical composition to approach the
observed lower limit of metallicity of the halo stars. The results obtained show that the effect of
accretion should be studied further to explain the absence of Population I11 stars in the Galaxy.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In the early 60’s astronomers studied the problem of G-dwarfs. The problem is
as follows. From simple models of star formation and evolution of their chemical
composition, all heavy elements originate from stars of previous generations. In
comparison to this model, a considerably smaller number of old stars with low
metallicity is observed. The spectral type G includes stars whose evolution time
is longer than the age of the Galaxy, and they have almost not changed since the
time of their birth. Theoretically, in the Galaxy, there should have existed the first
generation of stars which was born from pure hydrogen-helium gas and let out the
first dose of heavy elements into interstellar space. As an analogy to the Population
I stars (disc stars) and the Population I1 stars (halo stars), the stars poor in heavy
metals are called Population I11 stars. No stars belonging to Population I11 have
yet been observed.
At present, the chemical composition of the interstellar medium and atmospheres
of young stars is: hydrogen X = 0.77; helium, Y = 0.21; and all heavy elements,
2 = 0.02, in terms of mass fraction. This is not far from the solar chemical composition. Older stars contain a lesser amount of heavy elements. A large number of
stars of metallicity 100-200 times lower than that of the Sun are known, i.e., with
metallicity [Fe/H] = -(2+2.3). Among dwarfs, the star G 64-12 has [Fe/H] = -3.5.
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The lowest metallicity is that of the giant CD-38P0245, [Fe/H] = -4.5. Stars of
lower metallicity have not yet been found (Surdin and Lamzin, 1992).
To solve the mystery of G-dwarfs and to understand why Population I11 stars
have been found, we consider the time change in chemical composition of halo stars,
assuming that, while stars move in the galactic disc, interstellar dust is accreted on
the star. Thus, we find the lower metallicity as a function of the orbital parameters
of a star.

2 POSSIBILITY O F DUST ACCRETION INTO A STAR
It is believed that interstellar medium, particularly interstellar dust, cannot be accreted on the surface of a star due to stellar radiation and stellar wind (BisnovatyKogan, 1986). But, in the recent years, it was found that the properties of interstellar and circumstellar dust are quite varied (Voshchinnikov, 1986). Dust discs have
been observed in the neighborhood of main sequence stars, indicating the possibility
of dust accretion on stars (Strom et al., 1993). Therefore, in the above problem, we
strengthen the effect of accretion to find the upper bound for changes in chemical
composition of stars. If this value is too large, then the problem of accretion can
be studied further. Therefore, we consider only the large factor, namely, radiation
pressure.
We defined factor p as the ratio of the force of radiation pressure to the force of
gravitation. It is clear that for ,B 5 1 accretion takes place. If the dust particle is
placed sufficiently far from a star, then the force of radiation pressure on the dust
particle is

where c is velocity of light, u is Stephan-Boltsman constant, R, and T,are, respectively, the radius and effective temperature of the star, R is the distance between
the star and the dust particle ( R >> R.), s d is the geometrical cross section of the
dust particle, Qpr is the average Planck factor of the radiation pressure.
The force of gravity is given by

where P d and v d are the density and volume of the dust particles, respectively. Then
the accretion eficiency p is

For dust particles of graphite with a radius of 0.1 pm and P d = 2 g/cm3, relative
values of were calculated for stars of various spectral types (Divari and Reznova,
1970). On this basis, the absolute value of p for main sequence stars was found
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(Surdin, 1973). p 5 1 for stars of spectral types later than K7, i.e., with masses
less than 0.6Mo. Recently particles of astrosilicate are considered while modelling
the properties of cosmic dust (Mg,Fez-zSi04). For such particles, the radiation
pressure efficiency is on average less by an order of magnitude than that for graphite
particles. For graphite particles, /3 = 10 for stars of spectral type Gl-G2 (Surdin,
1973). Consequently, for astrosilicate particles, /3 ss 1for such stars. Our evaluation
is based on the calculated values of p for spherical and cylindrical particles with
varied chemical composition (Voshchinnikov and Il’in, 1983), which show that for
silicate and multi-component particles p 5 1 for the Sun and stars of later spectral
types.
In general, it is difficult to decide to what extent such values are to be believed.
For example, in the paper of Il’in and Voshchinnikov (1993), values of /3 in the
neighborhood of main sequence stars of spectral type A2 were calculated. Only
for particles with a radius f d 2 5 pm is p 5 1, i.e., gravity dominates over radiation pressure, though in the neighborhood of such stars dust discs have been
observed. On the basis of models and IR spectra, these dust particles have f d as
small as 0.5 pm. For these partides, light pressure is 10-100 times (depending on
their composition) greater than gravity. However, the particles do not leave stellar neighborhood. To explain this fact, Il’in and Voshchinnikov (1993) suggest a
constant production of minute dust particles in the neighborhood of stars. It is
obvious that the theory of interaction of dust with radiation requires correction, as
the above difference of opinion can lead to an exaggerated evaluation of the role
played by the radiation pressure.
From the above, we conclude‘that the role played by the radiation pressure is
not too large, especially in the neighborhood of stars of mass less than 0.6M0, and
for particles of the more realistic astrosilicate, for stars of mass less than 1Mo.
we can conclude that
Considering that old halo stars have masses less than 0.8M0,
practically for all these stars, the effect of radiation pressure on dust particles is
much less than that of gravity.

3 DYNAMICS OF DUST PARTICLES NEAR A STAR

Limiting ourselves to the above stars, we shall try to find out if the motion of dust
particles under the effect of gravity is free. We compare the mean free path length
(I) to the maximum value of the impact parameter (pbof accreted particles. If p < I,
then the motion of the particle would be Keplerian, and if p > I, then the motion
of the particle will be hydrodynamic. Let n be the concentration of the particles in
gas, p the average molecular weight, mH the mass of the hydrogen atom, and Pd
the radius of the dust particle. From the conservation of momentum, we get:

which gives
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I=-.

rdPd

nPmH
For a molecular medium where p = 2.3, and assuming

(5)
Pd

= 2 g/cm3,

On the other hand, it is easy to show that the maximum value of the impact
parameter for dust falling on the surface of the stars in a hyperbolic trajectory with
a velocity V at infinity is

p=R,

(l+g)1'2,

(7)

where V z = 2GM,/R, is the parabolic velocity at the surface of the star. For all
stars in the lower part of the main sequence, V, = 615 km/s. Assuming for the
Galaxy V 5 V,, we get the following relation:

P = lo5

(&) (*)

I-)*(

($)-l-

Even in extreme cases, with slow motion of stars (V = 10 km/s) through dense
molecular clouds (n = lo4 ~ m - ~ and
) , tiny dust particles (rd = 0.01 pm), the mean
free path for dust is much larger than the pericentral parameter ( I = lop) and,
consequently, we can use the celestial mechanics approach to calculate the velocity
of accretion.

4

AVERAGE RATE OF DUST ACCRETION ON HALO STARS

Let us cohsider the model in which the dust particle falls on a star with a relative
velocity V at a long distance. If the maximum value of the impact parameter p
satisfied (7), then the effective cross section of the star for the dust particles is:
r p 2 = nRI (1

+ $)

(9)

The instantaneous flux of particles on the star is:
m

= " p2 pv,

(10)
where p is the spatial density of the dust particles. We shall consider the motion
of the star as in the two-body problem and consider that it moves in an elliptical
orbit with an eccentricity e and inclination i. Then, from simple geometry, we can
consider only the motion of the star in its two percolations through the galactic
disc in the region of its pericenter. In that case, the average rate of dust accretion
during an orbital period ( P ) is given by:
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2md
PV, sin i'

where d is the thickness of the disc, V, is the velocity of the star in the region of
the pericentre. We denote u pd as the surface densitybf dust in projection to the
galactic disc and we shall assume it t o be constant in time (because of the small
change in chemical composition of disc stars with time). Let T be the age of the
star. Then, from (9)-(11) we find the mass of dust accreted on the surface of the
star:

A M = 2 w V T R: (1
PV, sin i

+

g)

.

The velocity of the star relative to dust is

v2 = v,"+ v," - 2v, cos i,

(13)

where V, is the circular velocity in the disc. If MG is the mass of the galaxy bound
by the apocental distance of the star (Ra), then the period of the star revolution is:

From the equations of Keplerian motion, we get:

Ra=Rp(-) l + e
1-e

and

v,'

= v,"(I

+ e),

(16)

where Rp is the distance of the star at the pericenter of its orbit, which we take for
our calculations as the distance of the Sun to the center of the Galaxy (8.5 kpc).

where

and
4(e, i ) =

[I + (1

+ el-'-

2(1+ e)-'/2cos i]

1/2

.

(19)

For the calculations, we took the following values: V, = 220 km/s, T = 2 x
km/s. Since in the solar vicinity the average
surface density of gas in the galactic disc is 5Mo pc-2 (Sanders et al., 1984), and

10" yrs, Rp = 8.5 kpc, V,=615
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2% of its mass is dust, we have u = O.lMa P C - ~ .We shall suppose that the dust
made up of heavy elements falling into the atmosphere of the star during its lifetime
mixes with it homogeneously. Since heavy elements compose 2% of the Sun, the
expected metallicity of a star as a result of accretion is given by:

[Fe/H] = log

(E) +
-

= 1.7

log A M .

Taking into account (17), we get:

Within the limits of this formula’s applicability (not very small i angles), for e = 0
the value of the function F ( e , i ) is limited by lo2. For e 2 0, the value of this
function is even less. Therefore, the expected change in chemical composition of
the star of R,
RQ gives us nothing in excess of [Fe/H] x -10. This is much
less than the observed lower limit to metallicity. To strengthen our estimates, we
consider the limiting case: the motion of the halo star within the galactic plane.
For motion in the direction of rotation of the disc ( i = 0’)

-

In this case, p = u/d = 0.1Mo p ~ - ~ / 1 5pc
0 = 7 x 10-4M0 P C - ~ .The velocity V
in this case will be close to the dispersion velocity of molecular clouds (% 10 km/s).
As a result,

and the expected value [Fe/H] x -7, which is less than the observed limit. In the
case of the star’s motion opposite to the direction of galactic rotation, we get an
analogous value, [Fe/H] = -8.
5 CONCLUSIONS
The studied effect of accretion of interstellar dust on halo stars shows that the above
assumption cannot change the chemical composition of Population I11 stars as the
effect gives [Fe/H] x -(7 t 10). This is considerably less than the observed lower
limit for halo stars. There exists, however, a chance to strengthen the effect due
to incomplete mixing of dust on the surface of stars. If we consider that, due to
convection, dust would be homogeneously mixed only in the convective zone, then
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it would considerably increase the content of heavy metals in it. The relative mass
of the convective envelope (Mce/M+)for Population I1 stars has been calculated by
Richer et a/. (1992). For stars of low metallicity, [Fe/H] = -2.3, its dependence on
the mass of stars is as follows:
Relative mass of convective envelopes
Table 1.
(after Richer e l a[., 1992)
M c e /M*

Ma /Mo

3 x 10-~

0.80
0.75

6X

1 x 10-2
3 x 10-2
6x

0.70
0.65

0.60

we find that it enriches the st rs in
Taking he average value Mce/M, =
heavy elements by two orders of magnitude. In this case, the expected metallicity
of Population I11 stars is [Fe/H] = -(8 + 5 ) .
There is yet another possible effect if dust is considered frozen in interstellar
gas, i.e., it has a short mean free path due to its electrical charge. In that case,
the velocity of accretion can be defined by the hydrodynamics of the medium, i.e.,
formation of shock waves in the he neighborhood of stars, the collection of gas by
them and the capture of it by sta,rs (Zel'dovich and Novikov, 1971). In comparison
to the case of independent accretion of dust (9), this gives an additional factor
V2/V2, which in the given case, (V, = 615 km/s, V = 10 i440 km/s), is from
2(i = 180") to 4 x lo3 (i = 0"). The corresponding change in chemical composition
of halo stars whose orbits lie in the galactic plane would be [Fe/H] = -(5 + 6)
for i = 180" and [Fe/H] = -(1 f 2) for i = 0". For orbits with large inclinations
to the plane of the Galaxy, ( i = 90°,V = 330 km/s), we get the minimal value,
[Fe/H] = -(8 i 7). In this way, a considerable change in chemical composition
for Population I11 stars is expected only for stars with a specific range of i angle.
We evaluate the limiting values for the angles which give a considerable effect. For
small i, it is easy to find the following expression for the mass of dust accreted in
case of its being frozen in the gas:

AM =

(1lr6) R ~ T o V ~ ( l r G o ~ ) - ~ / ~ (iR) -, 5s /i2n,

where uo is the total surface density of the galactic disc, which, in the neighborhood
From (25), for typical values of [Fe/H] = -4, we get
of the Sun, is 70
i R 5 O . Consequently, for halo stars moving close to the galactic plane in the
direction of its rotation, the effect of accretion of dust can considerably change
their chemical composition approximately to the observed lower limit of metallicity.
The above estimates shows that this effect requires deeper study in connection with
the problem of Population I11 stars in the galaxy.
We are grateful to S. A. Lamzin and M. A. Livshits for discussions.
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